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Background: Gene transcripts specifically expressed in a particular cell type (cell-type specific gene markers) are
useful for its detection and isolation from a tissue or other cell mixtures. However, finding informative marker genes
can be problematic when working with a poorly characterized cell type, as markers can only be unequivocally
determined once the cell type has been isolated. We propose a method that could identify marker genes of an
uncharacterized cell type within a mixed cell population, provided that the proportion of the cell type of interest in
the mixture can be estimated by some indirect method, such as a functional assay.
Results: We show that cell-type specific gene markers can be identified from the global gene expression of several
cell mixtures that contain the cell type of interest in a known proportion by their high correlation to the concentration
of the corresponding cell type across the mixtures.
Conclusions: Genes detected using this high-throughput strategy would be candidate markers that may be useful in
detecting or purifying a cell type from a particular biological context. We present an experimental proof-of-concept of
this method using cell mixtures of various well-characterized hematopoietic cell types, and we evaluate the performance
of the method in a benchmark that explores the requirements and range of validity of the approach.
Keywords: Cell markers, High-throughput gene expression, Cell isolation, Proof-of conceptBackground
Identification, isolation and characterization of individ-
ual cell types from mixed cell populations is a common
problem in many fields of biomedicine including cell
biology and clinical research, and has become especially
important in cancer and stem cell research [1-3]. Cell-
type specific gene markers allow the use of precise tech-
niques for cell separation, such as fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) [4], or for cell identification, for in-
stance by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). However, it
is problematic to identify marker genes when the cell
type of interest is still poorly characterized because spe-
cifically expressed genes can only be unequivocally
established once the cells have been isolated. Moreover,* Correspondence: cpereziratxeta@gmail.com
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distribution, and reproduction in any mediumrelying on inadequate markers could lead to incorrect
conclusions about a target cell type, as experimental re-
sults based upon isolates supposedly containing only the
pure target populations could be affected by the unbe-
knownst presence of other cell types.
Here, we have tested the feasibility of a technique that
employs high throughput gene expression analysis of cell
mixtures to propose candidate genes as specific markers
for a single cell-type. This strategy could be applied early
in the characterization of a cell population as long as
there is some indirect method, such as a functional
assay, that estimates the concentration of the target cell
type in the mixture. Given a mixture of cell types that
contains the target cell type, our hypothesis is that the
level of expression of specific transcripts (i.e. genes that
the target cell type steadily expresses and no other cell
type in the mixture appreciably produces), will be pro-
portional to the amount of the target in the mixture. If ad Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
/creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use,
, provided the original work is properly cited.
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type in a mixture exists, one could prepare a small num-
ber of samples with varying fractions of the target (see
Figure 1). By high-throughput scans of gene expression
on these samples, a set of markers could be hypothe-
sized to be those whose gene expression best correlates
to the estimated concentration of the target across the
samples. It is expected that among the markers identi-
fied by this approach there will be a combination of spe-
cific cell-surface proteins that could be used in subsequent
cell purification strategies.
This method is essentially an application of the simple
assumption that there is a linear relation between cell
type concentration in a population and its gene expres-
sion levels. This premise is straightforward and has been
applied in the past for expression deconvolution of
microarrays of heterogeneous cell samples for different
applications [5-10], such as detecting cell-type specific
differential expression between samples from mixed cell
populations [7,10]. In our application to the problem of
discovering new cell markers, we sought to determine
whether this simple assumption could yield specific
genes for an uncharacterized target cell-type mixed with
an arbitrary number of cell types (characterized or not).
Contrary to some previous studies (e.g. [10]), we will not
be doing a full deconvolution of the mixtures because
only the concentration of the target in the mixture is rele-
vant to our purpose. We assumed that this proportion canFigure 1 Scheme of the proposed approach to obtain candidate mark
of interest and an estimate of its proportion in each mixture. After ge
expression of genes uniquely expressed in the cell type of interest shouldbe roughly estimated by some proxy, like a phenotypic
property (e.g. the production of a metabolite) or a func-
tional assay. Estimates for the composition or concentra-
tion of other cell types present in the mixture are not
required.
We considered several factors that may affect the lin-
earity of the association between marker expression and
cell concentration. Some of these factors could poten-
tially affect the actual expression of the genes by the tar-
get, such as cell-cell interactions between cell types
within the mixture. Other influences would be related to
technical aspects, particularly to the accuracy of gene ex-
pression measurement via a high-throughput technique.
Very low or very high concentration levels of the cell
type target could introduce non-linear effects in expres-
sion measurements by microarrays [11]. In addition, es-
timating the concentration of the cell type target in the
mixtures through an indirect method is expected to
carry some error.
Taking these considerations into account, there is still
likely to be a sizable number of cell-type specific genes
expressed in a linearly correlated manner across certain
ranges of cell concentration. To test this hypothesis, we
prepared five mixtures of four well characterized
hematopoietic cell lines in known proportions and we
profiled the gene expression of these mixtures by
microarrays. Then we measured the correlation between
the expression values of each gene in the microarraysers starting from several cell mixtures that contain the cell type
ne expression profiling by a high-throughput technology, the
best correlate with the cell proportion estimates.
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the five mixtures. As a result, we were able to verify that
genes whose expression was highly correlated to a
particular cell-type concentration values were highly
enriched for specific genes of that cell type, demonstrat-
ing the potential of this approach to the problem of spe-
cific marker gene discovery.
Results and discussion
We hypothesized that genes that are specific to a given
target cell type can be detected by analyzing a few sam-
ples of mixtures in which the target cell type has a vary-
ing concentration that can be estimated by a functional
assay or some phenotypic feature. To evaluate the prac-
tical conditions under which this hypothesis may work,
we prepared a total of five samples of mixed cell types
by combining four leukemic cell lines: K562, HL60, Ly18
and Jurkat in varying proportions (see Methods and
Table 1). To evaluate the limits imposed by cell abun-
dance and level of gene expression, the cellular compos-
ition of the mixtures was designed to span wide and
narrow ranges of cell target concentration, as well as
large and small values of cell concentrations. The RNA
extracted from these mixtures was analyzed on Affymetrix
GeneChip Array HGU133 chips.
To evaluate the performance of the method, we
needed to compare the predicted marker candidates to a
set of cell-type marker genes for each cell type. To this
aim, we also profiled by microarray the gene expression
of each of the four cell lines separately. Analyzing these
pure cell type microrrays, we selected a set of specific
genes for each of the four cell types. In this way, we de-
fined gene markers for each cell line as those genes
highly expressed only in that cell line (see marker genes
definition in Methods). We also computed a marker
score for each gene from the expression values in the
pure samples (see marker score definition in Methods).
To measure the association of gene expression and cell
type concentration for each of the four cell types, we
computed the correlation by Pearson’s coefficient across
the mixtures between the normalized intensity values of
each microarray probe set and each cell type concentra-
tion. We included an additional data point correspondingTable 1 Composition percentages of the four cell lines in
the five mixtures
Mixture K562 HL60 Ly18 Jurkat
1 0.1% 11.0% 15.0% 73.9%
2 1.0% 7.0% 24.0% 68.0%
3 3.0% 5.0% 30.0% 62.0%
4 2.0% 9.0% 35.0% 54.0%
5 0.3% 13.0% 40.0% 46.7%to the origin, i.e. zero cell concentration and zero gene ex-
pression. To represent zero expression we used the global
minimum of all normalized hybridization values across all
the five mixture microarrays. The genes corresponding to
the probe sets most correlated with a cell type concentra-
tion in the mixtures were compared to the list of markers
for this cell type. These were previously defined from the
pure cell arrays (see marker genes definition in Methods).
As an example, Figure 2 shows the three topmost corre-
lated probesets as the best candidate gene markers for
Ly18 (Figure 2A-C) (see Additional file 1: Table S1). The
three probesets are markers according to our definition
(i.e. detected in the Ly18 pure sample and not detected
in the other three pure cell type samples, Figure 2B),
and could be considered specifically expressed genes of
Ly18 in this particular context.
Our method performed generally well in predicting
markers: for each of the four cell lines we detected a
much higher number of positives among the top most
correlated genes than would be expected by chance (see
Table 2 and Additional file 2: Table S2). Interestingly,
the worst performance corresponded to Jurkat, the cell
line with the narrowest relative span in the range of con-
centrations among the samples; although even under
this condition, more markers were detected amongst the
best correlated genes than would be expected by chance
(see Table 2). More unexpectedly, we could detect a high
number of markers (with a large improvement over ran-
dom) for the K562 line despite it being mixed in very
low proportions. We hypothesize that a wide spread in
the range of concentration could be helping this method
to work well even if the absolute values of concentration
are low. In general, we also observed that correlated
genes have higher marker scores (see Figure 3 and full
data in Additional file 2: Table S2). We verified that a
small number of the markers deduced from the pure cell
type arrays did have low marker score values. They corres-
pond to specific genes with low level transcription (as
detected by the microarrays). Hence, even if they are spe-
cifically expressed they might not be suitable markers.
A necessary piece of information to apply this method
is an estimate of the concentration of the target cell type
in the mixtures. Hence, poor sensitivity of the functional
assay in detecting differences of concentration of the tar-
get cell type is a potential limitation of this method. We
wondered how errors in these estimates would affect the
performance in terms of marker detection. Reasonably
assuming that the errors would be of similar relative
magnitude across all the mixtures, we measured how
performance in marker detection degrades as errors in
estimating the concentration of the target cell type in
the mixtures grow. Errors in cell concentration estimates
were simulated for each measure of the target cell type
in the mixtures (random over and underestimations)
 A
B C
Figure 2 Most correlated probesets to Ly18 concentration. (A) Genes corresponding to the three most correlated probe sets to Ly18 cell line
concentration. (B) Hybridization values in the four pure samples show that these probesets are only appreciably expressed in Ly18 cells. (C) Hybridization
values in the mixtures versus the fraction of Ly18 show high correlation.
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of the cell lines, K562 and Ly18. Figure 4 shows the
average of the relative performance (n = 10) at each error
level for both cell lines: K562 (red) and Ly18 (blue) (see
also Additional file 3: Table S3). For errors below 20%
performances stayed relatively close to the values for
zero error estimate, which can be seen as substantial
errors. For very high errors (over 20%) performance
downgraded significantly.
Given the moderate cost of each array, we wondered
how performance would downgrade if less than five mix-
tures were used in the analysis. The average performance
was computed when dropping one or two samples from
the analysis (i.e., average after removing all possible
pairs) for the cell lines, K562 and Ly18. Using the
datasets from only three mixtures resulted in a poor
relative performance in detecting markers for both K562
and Ly18 (59% and 47% respectively). However, perform-
ance remained relatively high when using four samples
(77% for K562 and 73% for Ly18, see Additional file 4:
Table S4). Thus, these results indicate that four samplesTable 2 Performance of our method in detecting markers
Cell line Range Markers Top5 Top
K562 0.1% to 3% 486 4 7
HL60 5% to 13% 1237 3 5
Ly18 15% to 40% 901 5 9
Jurkat 46.7% to 73.9% 792 2 3
range: range of fractions for the cell type in the mixtures. markers: number of mark
least in one of the mixtures; top5 (10, 20): number of positive markers (see Method
numbers of markers if we randomly selected 20 probesets; correlation of 20th: valumay be enough to detect marker genes amongst the top
correlated genes. Accordingly, to put in practice this
method, we recommend obtaining four, or preferably
five or more cell mixtures, sampling variable concentra-
tions of the target cell type. As four or five samples ap-
pear adequate to identify a number of markers and the
arrays allow testing of thousands of genes at one time,
the total cost of obtaining markers would be less than
the cost of testing a large number of individual potential
markers. After gene expression analysis of the samples,
marker genes can be selected according to the correlation
of their expression to cell concentration. It is advisable to
verify that potential markers are considered from the top
most correlated genes, that they have very high values of
correlation, and that some of the functions of the corre-
sponding transcripts are consistent with the cell type of
interest. If the selected markers are inadequate, it is pos-
sible to prepare one or two additional mixtures to obtain
better correlation values and markers.
A simple strategy to produce samples with a wide
range of cell concentrations would be to deplete or10 Top20 Expected top20 Correlation of 20th
13 0 to 1 (0.523) 0.81
5 1 to 2 (1.30) 0.93
14 1 (0.95) 0.95
4 1 (0.83) 0.98
ers defined as positives from the analysis of the pure samples and present at
s) among the 5 (10, 20) most correlated probesets; expected top20: expected
e of the correlation coefficient for the 20th most correlated probe set.
Figure 3 Marker scores versus correlation coefficients for probe sets in each cell line. High correlation coefficients correspond to high
marker scores and often identify markers. Blue dots indicate markers, defined as present (P) in only that cell type, and orange dots are non-markers.
The dashed lines indicate the value of correlation for the 20th most correlated probeset (see Table 2).
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ment, we have used mixtures with uncorrelated values
of concentration for all the four cell types. One can
guess that in the hypothetical situation in which a group
of two or more cell types happens to be correlated
across the samples, the chances of obtaining markers
will be necessarily lower than as presented here. How-
ever, even in this situation the detection of markers for a
subset of associated cells might be useful and lead even-
tually to their individual characterization.
Common approaches for processing microarray data
seem adequate for our approach. Alternative methods for
normalizing array intensities did not improve the overall
performance in terms of number of detected markers
(data not shown). Furthermore, this analytical method for
the identification of markers could be applied to quantita-
tive gene expression datasets obtained from more recently
developed alternatives to microarrays, like full transcrip-
tome sequencing. However, in the near future, microarrays
could remain the most advantageous cost-wise.We expect that the sensitivity of the high-throughput
technique used to measure the RNA levels sets a lower
limit to the concentration of a cell type that could be
successfully analyzed with this technique. For micro-
arrays, this limit is given by the smallest fraction of
mRNA that can be reliably detected by hybridization to
the cognate DNA. It matches the sensitivity of other
techniques of RNA detection (i.e., northern blot) and is
estimated to be approximately 1–2 copies per million of
mRNA molecules [12]. Our proposed method could
work even for cases where the cells of interest are
present in relatively low concentrations (e.g. less than
3%) provided that the range of concentrations is suffi-
ciently wide. Looking at the number of markers for
K562 detected in our experiment – the rarest cell line in
the samples - we extrapolate that just 35 or fewer
markers would be detect for a cell type present at a con-
centration of 0.01% (see Additional file 5: Table S5). Al-
though these should correspond to highly expressed
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Figure 4 Relative performance (K562 in red, Ly18 in blue) decreases as error estimates of the target cell type concentration increase.
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be applied at lower cell concentrations unless some
enriching protocol can be previously carried out on the
mixtures. This enrichment could be achieved by depleting
a characterized cell type known to be present in the mix-
tures. Thus, our strategy could be useful for detecting
markers of rare cells in a population, which suggests that
it could be particularly useful as a method to identify can-
didate markers of stem/progenitor cell populations that
are notoriously difficult to isolate as pure populations.
Our method is dependent on functional tests that
must be both highly sensitive and quantitative. It is im-
portant to note that functional assays that display these
two characteristics have been designed and are routinely
used by laboratories studying particular types of stem/pro-
genitor cells. For example, hematopoietic stem cells are
effectively detected and quantified at the single cell level
using both in vitro (e.g. Long-Term Culture-Initiating Cell
(LTC-IC) Assay) and in vivo (e.g. engraftment into immu-
nodeficient mice) approaches [13]. Another example is
represented by endothelial stem/progenitors cells. Indeed,
while these cells can be readily identified and quantified
by colony assays similar to those used for quantification of
hematopoietic stem cells, their function can be quantified
through assays that enumerate the vascular network these
cells form in vitro when they are plated on a Matrigel
matrix or in vivo when they are transplanted into immu-
nodeficient mice [14]. While the above examples relate to
the hemato-endothelial lineages, it is important to note
that most of the laboratories that specialize in specific
types of stem/progenitor cells have developed highly sensi-
tive and quantitative functional assays targeted to their celltype of interest. Thus our method should be highly adapt-
able to these different cell types.
Conclusion
Cell-type specific gene markers will continue to play a
major role in advancing research in many areas of the life-
sciences, particularly in stem cell biology. As new types of
stem and progenitor cells are identified and their functions
are established, identifying specific markers will facilitate
their use in experimental systems. Specific gene markers
or combinations thereof remain to be identified for endo-
thelial stem/progenitor cells among many other cell types
[15]. This method could facilitate the specific identifica-
tion, purification and characterization of such cell types.
Methods
Cell mixtures microarray analyses
We prepared a total of five samples of cell mixtures
from four different hematopoietic cell lines K562, HL60,
Ly18 and Jurkat (see compositions in Table 1). The con-
centration of each cell line was measured using a
Coulter counter prior to mixing. Defined volumes of the
cell line stocks were mixed to give the desired ratio of
the cell lines in the mixed samples. K562, HL60 and
Jurkat cells were purchased from ATCC (Manassas,
Virginia, US). Ly18 cells (OCI-Ly18 in [16]) were a gift
from Dr. Hans Messner from the University Health
Network in Toronto. The gene expression profile of each
of the five mixtures was analyzed on Affymetrix GeneChip
Array HGU133 chips (five arrays). We also profiled the
expression of the four cell lines separately (four arrays).
Hybridization values were normalized with GCRMA [17].
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To evaluate our approach to detect marker genes in cell
mixtures we required the definition of a set of marker
genes for each cell type, i.e., genes highly expressed in that
cell type and not appreciably expressed in the rest. To de-
fine these sets we used the microarray of the four pure cell
types. Software MAS5.0 calls every probeset in an array as
either absent (A), present (P), or marginal (M) (i.e., un-
decided). Accordingly, we defined markers of a given cell
type as those genes with probesets that are P in the corre-
sponding pure cell type microarray, and either A or M in
the other three. This classifies the genes into markers and
non-markers. All probe sets with absent calls for every
mixture were filtered out from subsequent analyses as cor-
responding to non-expressed transcripts.Marker score definitions
To have a quantitative measurement in addition to the
maker definition above, we defined a marker score, as a
number that describes how well a probeset in the micro-
array could perform as marker of a given cell type. The
marker score was defined as the product of the normalized
hybridization value of the probeset for the pure cell type
by the z-score of the distribution of hybridization values of
the probeset for the four pure cell types. Thus, genes that
are highly expressed in a cell type and lowly expressed in
the other three will have large values of the marker score
for the cell type in which they are highly expressed.Additional files
Additional file 1: Table S1. Top 10 most correlated probesets to Ly18.
Additional file 2: Table S2. Correlation of probesets with proportion of
cell type in the mixtures, marker scores and whether the probesets are
mapped to markers or not. Contains four sheets, one per cell line.
Additional file 3: Table S3. Number of markers detected and relative
performance for cell lines Ly18 and K562 for different error values in the
proportion of cell type estimates.
Additional file 4: Table S4. Number of markers detected and relative
performance for cell lines Ly18 and K562 when using three or four mixtures.
Additional file 5: Table S5. Number of markers of K562 that are
detected as a function of the proportion of K562 cells in a mixture.Competing interests
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